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Don't kill me, but I did tell Carol that, despite the fact that it was totally the Bureau's fault that the high school 

students were not able to attach the forms, we would provide non-stop help until it was done.  We didn't 

really have a specific discussion about whether we would do every file or whether the FBI would do some. In 

that November/December meeting with Steve, Jeremy, Tom, Carol, and LuAnn, we did say that we would 

insert the forms as part of our quality control check (which is totally lacking from the process if the Bureau 

does it, though I'm not thatworried about it given the amount of time we have left).  Your idea of having the 

interns do it was perfect because we were still involved in the process, but, of course, the Bureau screwed 

that up.  So, THEN, in my fury, I told them that THEY would have to insert the forms (which, of course, defeats 

any hope of quality control.)  Then, today, when I talked to Carol and she started in with "Well, you all were 

supposed to do it as part of your quality control" (to which I said "Well, we were GOING to do it, but you didn't 

get the files ready"), I just said "Whatever" and I told her the thing about how it is just water under the bridge 

at this point, but that, no matter what, those files had to get to the Archives immediately and that if that 

meant that we would stop doing everything else to help them remedy their mistake (of not getting the files 

done and to us), then we would help them until it was done.So -- I want them to help us and I assumed they 

were doing some, too (because they have more people than we do and we are ALL working on this release 

until it goes to Steve next Thursday), but I don't know what she assumed.  In any case, before I call Carol back 

about it, I think we should update Jeremy about it in the a.m. In the meantime, and at least all day tomorrow, 

Carrie, Marie, and Peter should work on it, and whoever is on phones should work on it here.By the way, can I 

tell you how sick I am of all this haggling with the Bureau?  
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